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Abstract

News recommendation systems allow selecting, from an immense offer, only the news the users
are interest on. Nowadays state-of-art distinguishes three types of recommendation systems: sys-
tems based on content, collaborative systems and hybrid systems. The Weighted Slope (WSO) is
an algorithm that follows the collaborative approach that has been used in several domains. This
article proposes an extension of the WSO that will improve the algorithm performance, in order to
recommend news, through the introduction of new features, related to the similarity and to the news
source. The general performances of both, proposed and WSO algorithms, were evaluated. Other
from that we have also analyzed the performances on critical cases like new users, new news and
multimedia formatted news. Every experiment reveals that the proposed algorithm allows improving
the performance of original WSO. All tests were performed on a collection of news developed on the
current project.

1 Introduction

The amount of news on the Internet exceeds our absorption capability. Therefore it is natural to appeal
to the recommendation systems (RS), in other words, systems that only select news that interest to the
specified user.

Since middle 90’s, system recommendation area has been given more attention from investiga-
tors (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin 2005). As a consequence, it has been developed several approaches.
Initially came up recommendation systems based on content (RSBC). This kind of systems, based on the
text’s content, recommends similar items from the ones user have shown interest. The RSBC show, how-
ever, some gaps, like the inability to recommend multimedia items. The collaborative recommendation
systems (CRS) has arisen as an alternative to the content based systems. In the traditional approach
recommendations are made from the feedback of user’s that share interests. A recently made approach,
an item is recommended based on evaluations made on similar items. Although this kind of systems fill
the content based system gaps, it suffers, however, from other problems such as poorly chosen recom-
mendations of new items on the data base. Finally were developed hybrid systems that combine content
based and collaborative systems techniques in order to obtain the best of both worlds.

The Weighted Slope One (WSO) algorithm follows a collaborative approach based on items and has
been used in several domains. Experiments show that it has an accuracy level comparable to referenced
algorithms (Lemire & Maclachlan 2005). After analyze the results of those experiments, can be concluded
that, the recommended items, are, generally interesting to the user. However, many others would be
as interesting, end up not being recommended. This gap is further more relevant on the news domain
because of the user’s need to stay informed. Recommended news being interesting is, although, not
enough. It is necessary that others, equally interesting news, be recommended.

For this project, we assumed that the interest users have over news is directly related to the theme
as much as to the source of the news. We propose improve the performance of the WSO on news
recommendations through the introduction of new features, related to the textual similarity and source
of the news. To validate the recommendation system proposed, we have built a database composed by
over 10.000 news, which approximately 4.000 were evaluated. During several weeks, 17 users allowed
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us to recollect more than 14.000 evaluations. The validation was made through classification metrics,
precision, recall, and f1.

The main contributions of the current project are the following:

• Weighted Slope One algorithm performance improvements. We developed an algorithm to rec-
ommend news that follows a hybrid approach. This algorithm is based on WSO. We added new
features to WSO, namely features related to the textual similarity of news and the sources. With
those features we have managed to improve the performance of the original WSO.

• A news extraction system implementation. We have implemented an extraction system capable of
automatically recollect news from different sources as they are published. Along with the textual
content of the recollected news, the database should have evaluations made out of the news. We
built a Web page were users could evaluate news that were obtained by the extraction system.

• A database with over 10.000 news. Through the extraction system, we’ve created a database with
over 10000 news. Through a Web page, during several weeks, 17 users evaluated over approximately
4.000 news, resulting in a total of over 14.000 evaluations.

This article is organized as follows: The Section 2 presents concepts that we consider necessary to
the understanding of this document. Furthermore, related work is analyzed. On Section 3 we describe
our proposed news recommendation system. On Section 4 we validate our thesis, describing how the
proposed system was evaluated and presenting experiment results. Finally, Section 5 presents the main
conclusions of this project and some guidelines for future works.

2 Concepts and Related Work

In the following section we present concepts that we consider necessary to the understanding of this
document, as well as related works regarding recommendation systems (RS), paying special attention to
news recommendation.

2.1 Information Retrieval

In the information retrieval area, in text documents collections, we have the need to quantify both
each term importance in a document, as the similarity between documents. Each term importance can
be obtained by several different approaches:

• Term frequency (tft,d): The importance of a term t to a document d is given by the occurrence
number of t in d.

• Inverse document frequency (idft): Consider a collection of documents D. The importance of a
term t is inversely proporcional to the frequency of t in D. The value of idft is given by:

idft = log
#D

dft
(1)

• Term frequency times inverse document frequency (tf–idf): The importance of a term t to a
document d is given by the combination of the previously approaches:

tf–idft,d = tft,d × idft (2)

To calculate the similarity between two documents it is necessary represent them in the form of
vectors. Each document d is represented by a vector ~V (d), that will have a dimension for each term t. It
is associated to each term t the value of its importance i(t), calculated, for example, through the method
tf–idf , so:
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~V (d) = {i(t1), i(t2), ..., i(tn)} (3)

Is then applied the similarity of cosines, given by the following equation:

sim(d1, d2) =
~V (d1).~V (d2)

||~V (d1)|| × ||~V (d2)||
(4)

2.2 Recommender Systems

RS are classified based on the way recommendations are made. In literature are three different types
of systems, namely content based systems, collaborative systems and hybrid systems (Balabanović &
Shoham 1997).

2.2.1 Content Based Recommendation Systems

Content based recommendation systems (CBRS) recommend items with similar content from the
ones the user liked in the past. In this type of RS, the user profile (up) represents his interests. Each
new item is compared to up, and the most similar are recommended. By representing it like a vector,
both up as each item d, like shown in Formula 3, the similarity between d and up can be calculated
through the similarity of cosines, as shown in Formula 4.

Several authors have been using approaches based on content to develop news recommendation sys-
tems (Bogers & van den Bosch 2007, Lang 1995, Billsus, Pazzani & Chen 2000). Daniel Billsus and
Michael J. Pazzani present a news RS, on wich, instead of one, two models representing users’ interests
are kept. A short term model representing only interests the user showed lately, and a long term model
that represents demonstrated interests through time. With this approach, the authors pretend, through
a long term model, recommend news that goes along with the users’ interests, in general. At the same
time, through the short term model, allowing the system to be able to adapt, rapidly, to new users’
topics of interest.

However, this recommendation system, and generally the content based systems have some limita-
tions. Rooted, as they are, in the information retrieval area, this type of systems was idealized for text
content items recommendation. Therefore, multimedia news recommendations have little accuracy or
even impossible. The fact that a new user does not have, yet, a profile representing, with precision, his
interests, may cause some uninteresting news to be recommended for him. In the system proposed by
Billsus and Michael J. Pazzani, some news are not recommended for being considered similar to others
already known by the user. In a news RS, this can make new and interesting news not being recom-
mended for regarding known themes (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin 2005). The relation between new news
and users known news is discussed in Lv, Moon, Kolari, Zheng, Wang & Chang (2011).

2.2.2 Collaborative Recommendation Systems

In literature, collaborative recommendation systems (CRS) are classified in two subgroups, namely
those based on users and the item based systems (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin 2005). The CRS based on users
make recommendations from opinions of users that share interests. Regarding the item based systems,
an item is recommended to a user based on evaluations the same user made to similar items (Sarwar,
Karypis, Konstan & Riedl 2001).

Several authors have been using collaborative approaches to develop news recommendation sys-
tems (Das, Datar, Garg & Rajaram 2007, Resnick, Iacovou, Suchak, Bergstrom & Riedl 1994, Lemire &
Maclachlan 2005). Lemire and Maclachlan proposed a new algorithm to collaborative systems based on
items that they named Weighted Slope One (WSO) (Lemire & Maclachlan 2005). Users based systems
recommend an item i, based on evaluations that others made on i. Item based system thou recommend
based on evaluations the user made over other items. The WSO algorithm, on the other hand, recom-
mend an item i, based not only evaluations others did on i, as evaluations the user made on other items,
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and also evaluations other users made on other items. Based on that information, WSO uses features
that refer to the difference between items evaluation and the popularity of those same items.

However, WSO and collaborative systems generally have limitations. The fact that a new item has
not, yet, been evaluated by a high number of users, makes the algorithm lacks enough information to
predict over the supposed interest a user would have on it. Furthermore, experiments proven that even
thou recommendations are, generally, accurate, WSO ends up recommending lots of items that would
also be interesting for the user.

2.2.3 Hybrid recommendation systems

Hybrid recommendation systems (HRS) combine techniques from content based and collaborative
systems. There are a few different ways to do so (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin 2005, Burke 2007). One of
the approaches consists on adding features to CBRS to CRS, similarly to Fab system (Balabanović &
Shoham 1997). Other consists on adding features from CRS to CBRS. In a third approach, separate
systems are kept, combining results from several systems.

Claypool et al. opted for a hybrid news recommendation system, composed by two separated systems,
one based on content and one collaborative (Claypool, Gokhale, Miranda, Murnikov, Netes & Sartin
1999). A content based system keeps a profile for each user, therefore evaluation predictions are made
based on the content of items the users evaluated in the past. Collaborative system thou adopts the
traditional approach, based on users. Therefore, evaluation predictions are made based on opinions of
users who share interests. New users are a weakness of this system because they don’t immediately
get accurate recommendations. It’s necessary some time for the recommendation system to know users’
interests.

3 News Recommendation System

In this work we developed a hybrid news recommendation system, based on Weighted Slope One
(WSO) algorithm, which follows the collaborative approach based on items. The items recommended
by WSO, generally are interesting to the user. However lots of items that would also be interesting to
the user end up not being recommended. To fulfill this gap we’ve implemented an extension for WSO
algorithm adding new features to it. We have also implemented a news extraction system and built a
Web page that allow to obtain evaluations from users. Through the extraction system and the Web
page, we have created our own database. Figure 1 systematizes the developed work.

The agent of pre-processing uses training data, and from this information creates de data structures
needed to predict users’ evaluations, namely:

• A matrix that keeps information about differences regarding evaluations between news.

• A matrix that indicates textual similarity between each pair of news.

• A matrix of user-source type that presents the probability of a user evaluate as interesting news
from a specified source.

The prediction agent, on the other hand, receives data structures created by the pre-processing agent,
and with that information predicts users’ evaluation. Such predictions are made using the following
equation:

Prev(uj) =

∑
i∈Rj

(difj,i + ui)(Simj,i + P (fi))∑
i∈Rj

(Simj,i + P (fi))
(5)

The Formula 5 allow calculating the prediction of evaluation that the user u will make on a news j.
Rj represents the set of all news i, such that at least one user have evaluated, simultaneously, both the
news i as the news j. The value ui regards the evaluation user u made of news i. Therefore, we have
used the following features, described on the next section:
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Figure 1: The extraction system allows obtaining news from several sources. Through the Web page
users’ evaluations on news are collected. From the database, which contains information regarding
extracted news and users’ evaluations, we have obtained training data and test data. The pre-processing
agent creates, from the training data, a set of data structures. Based on those data structures, the
prediction agent makes the calculation of estimated users’ review. Comparing the test data with the
predictions obtained, the evaluation agent quantifies the performance of the recommendation system.

• difj,i represents the evaluation difference between news j and i.

• Simj,i regards the similarity between text content of news j and i.

• P (fi) represents the probability of the user u evaluates like interesting a news i published by source
f .

3.1 Features

Our algorithm, on the likeness of Weighted Slope One, recommends an item i, taking in consideration
not only other user evaluations about i, as also the user concerned evaluations about other items, and
other users evaluations about other items. Beeing Ui,j the subset of users who simultaneously evaluates
news i e j, the evaluation difference between them is obtained from the following equation:

difi,j =
∑

a∈Ui,j

ai − aj
#Ui,j

(6)

In the formula, ai represents the value assigned by the user a evaluation of the news i.
We start from the principle that the interest that a user has for a news is directly related to the

subject of the news. This way, one of the features we added to the Weighted Slope One algorithm
concerns the news similarities. To compute such similarity we use the Apache system Lucene’s API1.
Lucene is based on concepts from the information retrieval area, described in Section 2.1, such as tf and
idf , and it uses the following equation2:

score(q, d) = coord(q, d).queryNorm(q).
∑
t∈q

(tf(t, d).idf(t)2.t.getBoost().norm(t, d)) (7)

From the Formula, we have:

1http://lucene.apache.org/core/
2http://lucene.apache.org/core/3_6_1/api/core/org/apache/lucene/search/Similarity.html#formula_coord
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• tf(t, d): indicates the importance that the term t has for the document d. This value is directly
related to the number of t occurrences in d.

• idf : taking in account the number of occurrences of a term t in a document set. The importance
that t has in the document d is inversely proportional to the frequency that t occurs in other
documents.

• coord(q, d): is related to the terms number in the query q that occurs in the document d. The
more terms occurs in d, bigger the obtained value will be.

• queryNorm(q): is a normalization factor applied so the results obtained with the use of different
queries would be comparable.

• t.getBoost(): the Lucene allows the user to specify that a given term has an extra weight, i.e., a
bigger importance than the remaining. t.getBoos() allows to obtain such value, in case it has been
assigned.

• norm(t, d): besides terms, Lucene allos also users to specify that a given document has a bigger
weight than the remaining. norm(t,d) takes in account both the assigned weigth for terms as for
documents, and also factors related to the document size.

We believe that, besides the content itself, the interest that a user has for a news is also related
with its source. Therefore, another feature we added to the Weighted Slope One algorithm is about the
news source. We obtain the feature value from the classic probability definition, whereby the probability
of a given event to be verified is given by the quotient between the number of favorable cases to the
occurrence of the event and the number of possible cases. (Murteira, Ribeiro, Silva & Pimenta 2007). In
this case, we want to know what is the probability of a user to evaluate as interesting the news from a
specific source. This value is obtained through the following equation:

P (interesting) =
#I

#A
(8)

In the Formula we have #I that represents the number of news, from the concerned source, that the
user has evaluated as interesting, and #A the total number of news, from the same source, evaluated by
the user.

4 Validation

In this section we validate the hypothesis behind the present work, whereby is possible to improve
the Weighted Slope One algorithm performance, to the problem of news recommendation, through the
introduction of new features. Namely, features that concerns the news content similarities and its sources.

4.1 Experimental Setup

The experiments realized have the objective to measure the accuracy of the prediction evaluations done
by the recommendation system we propose, comparatively to the Weighted Slope One algorithm. For
this, we resort to the following classification metrics:

• Precision: indicates the probability of a given news, which was recommended by the system, being
really interesting for the user.

• Recall: represents the probability of a given news, considered as interesting by the user, being
recommended by the system.

• F1: combines precision and recall on a single value.
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Source Quantity Percentage
1 1177 12
2 2098 20
3 1065 10
4 540 5
5 2420 24
6 3019 29

Table 1: Extracted news distribution, by source, in number and percentage.

To validate the proposed algorithm we resort to our database, composed not only by the news textual
content, as by user evaluations. This database contains more than 10000 news, being 9074 in text format
and 1245 in video format. The news were extracted from 6 online newspapers. Table 1 demonstrates
the distribution, by source, of the news.

From the extracted news, about 4000 were evaluated based on level of interest. From that, 80% are
text format news, and the remaining, 20%, in video format. Table 2 presents the distribution, by sources,
of the evaluated news.

Source Quantity Percentage
1 460 13
2 651 18
3 244 7
4 246 7
5 907 25
6 1091 30

Table 2: Evaluated news distribution, by source, in number and percentage.

From the Web page, 17 users evaluated 4000 news for several weeks, in total were registered more
than 14000 evaluations. Figure 2 represents the evaluation distribution, per user.

4.2 Experimental Results

In this section we present and discuss the experimental results obtained, related to the performances of our
recommendation system and the Weighted Slope One algorithm. In addition to its general performance,
we address its performance regarding new users, new news and multimedia format news. The results are
presented in Table 3, Table 4, Table 5, e Table 6.

Features Precision (%) Recall (%) F1 (%)
Evaluation difference - Popularity (WSO) 92,16623 73,81985 80,42359
Evaluation difference - Similarity 84,16943 89,15649 86,26689
Evaluation difference - Source 93,99065 73,51563 81,27770
Evaluation difference - Source - Similarity (proposed algorithm) 90,09481 88,86915 89,26822

Table 3: General performance of WSO and the proposed algorithm, taking in consideration the features
introduced.

The experimental results validate our hypothesis. The performance of the Weighted Slope One
algorithm can be improved, for the news recommendation problem, by the introduction of features
referring sources and the news content similarities. This results show that the general performance of
our algorithm is superior to the Weighted Slope One. As for recommended news and that confirms really
interesting for users, the WSO presents better results. Such occurs on 92% of the cases, while on our
proposed algorithm such value falls to 90%. On which concerns interesting news and are recommended
to the users we improved the results from WSO from 73% to 88%. This makes our algorithm have a
value of 89% relative to the F1 metric, while the WSO obtain 80%.
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Figure 2: Number of evaluations done by each user. A big variation takes place, the less active user
registered 123 evaluation. On the other side, there are users who have almost 2000 evaluations. The
mean value of evaluations is 827. On each evaluation the user indicates the level of interest, which he
attributes to the news concerned, following a numeric scale, which varies, between 1 and 5. We take in
consideration that from level 3 the evaluation is considered positive.

Algorithm Precision (%) Recall (%) F1 (%)
WSO 91,19297 70,85810 77,07324
Proposed algorithm 86,73708 85,46334 85,82342

Table 4: General performance of WSO and the proposed algorithm, relatively to new users.

The new users represent one of the weak links of any recommendation system, independently of the
approach. The fact that these users have not already evaluated a considerably amount of items makes
the system have very little information about their interests. Our experiments results confirm it. The
WSO performance for new users stays behind of its general performance. The same happens with the
proposed algorithm. However our algorithm allows a performance improvement to the WSO also in
the context of new users. The precision value of our algorithm is less than in WSO in approximately
4%. Nevertheless the recall value presents a 15% improvement. In other words, we improved almost 9%
the F1 value, passing from 77% to 86%. This improvement is due to the fact that our algorithm uses
some other features unrelated to the evaluation quantities. The news textual similarity, namely, is not
influenced by the fact that new users have few evaluations.

The new news represents a weak link in collaborative system, in which is included WSO. The WSO
algorithm is based on the evaluation difference between items. The fact that a news is new means there is
little information, through which this news can be correctly recommended. For this reason the obtained
results in the new news report context are the worst, in the experiments. In this context the proposed
algorithm allows a performance improvement to the WSO with respect to all the metrics used. The
precision value is improved by 6%. In comparison to the recall value there is an improvement of 12%.
Lastly, the observed improvement relative to the F1 metric is about 10%. This improvement is due to
the fact that the proposed algorithm uses a source related feature, that regardless of the fact that a news
is new or not. The same happens for the textual similarities. The news content is analyzed and the
results are not influenced by the fact that the news is new.

The capability of recommending items in multimedia format is one of the principle advantages of
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Algorithm Precision (%) Recall (%) F1 (%)
WSO 70,58824 59,00398 63,74844
Proposed algorithm 76,47059 71,11679 73,46289

Table 5: General performance of WSO and the proposed algorithm, relatively to new news.

Algoritmo Precision (%) Recall (%) F1 (%)
WSO 93,37604 76,44705 82,45578
Algoritmo proposto 90,39678 92,78899 91,24743

Table 6: General performance of WSO and the proposed algorithm, relatively to video news.

collaborative systems over content-based systems. Being WSO a collaborative system, its performance
relatively to the multimedia news format is not behind its general performance. Nevertheless, once more,
the proposed algorithm allows the improvement of the obtained results by WSO. The main improvement
concerns the interesting news that is recommended. Our algorithm improves this value by 16%, which
allows the 9% increase value to F1. This improvement is due to the fact that the proposed algorithm,
as the WSO, is based on evaluation difference between news. This is a feature present in collaborative
systems, which also allows recommending items in multimedia formats. Besides that, our algorithm
uses the metadata, namely title and description, which accompanies video news, to compute similarities
between news. Our algorithm also uses the news source related feature, which indicates the probability
of a user get interested for published news by such source.

In all experiments our proposed algorithm allows to improve the performance of the WSO algorithm.
This is verified in both general and particular cases such as new users, new news, and multimedia format
news.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this work was made a study about the approaches used to solve the problem of interesting items
recommendation, giving special attention to news recommendation. We verified that many recommen-
dation systems have being emerged some, and that several of them, on similarity of WSO, follow the
collaborative approach based on items.

The WSO is being used in several domains and, the recommended items are confirmed, in general,
interesting to the users. Nevertheless, experiments demonstrate that many other items, equally interest-
ing, are not recommended. This weakness becomes critical in the news context, in which there is a need
to keep the user informed.

Hereupon, we proposed an extension to the WSO approach, through the introduction of new features.
The proposed algorithm, and which represents the main contribute of this work, allows the improvement
of the WSO. We achieved results that 89% of interesting news is recommended, 90% of the recommended
news is interesting, and the value of the F1 metric is over 89%. All objective set for this thesis were
achieved.

Besides the good results obtained with this work, there many challenges that can be approached
in future work. In this section we propose some improvements that can be done to developed system,
namely:

• Improvement on the textual content analysis. The recommendation algorithm proposed analyses
the textual content of the news. This analysis consists in the computation of the textual similarities,
through the tf − idf method. The more similar the textual content between two news, the more
relevance will have in the prediction evaluation of each other. Nevertheless we believe that a
deeper analysis of the texts can contribute for better results. For such data mining techniques
can be introduced, to identify the news that addresses same subjects. Therefore the evaluation
predictions about a given news can be done based on news evaluations about the same thematic.
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• Using implicit feedback. Our database is composed by news and its respective evaluations. These
evaluations were obtained by explicit feedback, in which the user indicates, following a numeric scale
from 1 to 5, the interest it has for a given news report. According to Oard & Kim (1998), the effort
demanded for the users, when using the explicit feedback, works as an discouragement, contributing
to the evaluation dispersion between user populations. The implicit feedback techniques, besides
making the interaction between user and system more agreeable, it seeks to avoid the evaluation
dispersion problem, which can contributes for better results.

• Adapting the system for other contexts. The developed system aims the news recommendation
problem. Nevertheless, a challenge for future works consists on the adaptation for other types of
items recommendation, namely books, movies, etc.
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